Abstract-This paper makes an attempt to develop least squares lattice algorithms for the ARMA modeling of a linear, slowly time-varying, multichannel system employing scalar computations only. Using an equivalent scalar, periodic ARMA model and a circular delay operator, the signal set for each channel is defined in terms of circularly delayed input and output vectors corresponding to that channel. The orthogonal projection of each current output vector on the subspace spanned by the corresponding signal set is then computed in a manner that allows independent AR and MA order recursions. The resulting lattice algorithm can be implemented in a parallel architecture employing one processor per channel with the data flowing amongst them in a circular manner. The evaluation of the ARMA parameters from the lattice coefficients follows the usual step-up algorithmic approach but requires, in addition, the circulation of certain variables across the processors since the signal sets become linearly dependent beyond certain stages. The proposed algorithm can also be used to estimate a process from two correlated, multichannel processes adaptively allowing the filter orders for both the processes to be chosen independently of each other. This feature is further exploited for ARMA modeling a given multichannel time series with unknown, white input
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which is either known a priori to be, or, being modeled as a d-variate ARMA system, which is given by
x(k)
-0 = w(k) (1) where A(i)'s and B(j)'s are, respectively, the d x d AR and MA coefficients, x(k) and w(k) are, respectively, the d-variate output and input processes and p and q are the AR and the MA orders, respectively. The parameters A(i) and B(j) are assumed to be varying with time slowly, and it is required to estimate and track them adaptively by an appropriate least squares minimization procedure. The classical approach [5] , [6] to this problem assumes the AR and the MA orders to be identical and replaces (1) by a 2d-channel AR model of the joint output/input process [x t (k),w t (k)] , which can be identified by using the scalarized, multichannel LSL algorithms [l]- [4] . Because only those models having identical AR and MA orders are generated, this approach requires the introduction of a total of \p -q\ additional AR or MA terms with zero coefficients in (1), depending on whether p > q or otherwise. These additional terms, however, lead to an unnecessary increase in the computational requirements. A more elegant approach to this problem, in the single channel case, has been suggested recently by Karlsson and Hayes [7] , where they have identified the prediction errors that provide a complete characterization of an ARMA process in the same manner as the forward and the backward prediction errors characterize an AR process. These prediction errors can be order updated in a manner that results in separate AR and MA order update blocks. The cascading of these blocks gives rise to an ARMA lattice filter that evaluates ARMA models of all possible orders up to any chosen maximum order. (A similar work using algebraic formulation has been presented in [8] ). In a direct d-channel extension of this approach, the prediction errors are, however, given by d x 1 vectors, and the PARCOR coefficients and the residual energy variables are obtained as d x d matrices. Updating of these quantities then requires multiplication and inversion of a set of d < d matrices in each stage of the lattice and for each input sample, which gives rise to an enormous increase in the overall computational cost. In this paper, we propose a computationally efficient multichannel extension of the Karlsson-Hayes approach, which involves purely scalar operations whose computations can be mapped on a pipelined rf-processor architecture.
The derivation is based on an alternative realization of x(k) in terms of an equivalent scalar, periodic ARMA model developed in [9] , which we briefly describe in Section II. A LSL algorithm is then developed in Section III lo identify this equivalent scalar model that permits independent order recursions in both the AR and the MA orders. The. resulting lattice filter, which is introduced as the "least squar ;s circular ARMA lattice (LSCAL) filter," is made up of a cascade of certain basic building blocks, each of which exhibit 3 identical lattice sections for all the channels, pipelined in a circular manner. Two applications of the proposed LSCAL algorithm are considered next in Section IV-one in the context of estimation of a process z{k) from two correlated mi ltichannel processes x{k) and u{k) and the other in the context of ARMA modeling of a multichannel time series with unknown white input. Notations similar to those used by Karlsson ;ind Hayes [7] have been followed throughout this presentation for the convenience of readers who may be familiar with tieir work. 
Next, consider two scalar processes y{n) and v(n) related to
x(k) and wik) by y(r + (k-
. Replacing the components of x(k) and u(k) in (2) by the corresponding elements of y(n) and v{n), respectively, and equating the rows of the L .H.S. and the R.H.S. of the matrix equation (2) separately, w: find that y(n) corresponds to a periodically stationary ARMA process, which is given by
where a 
is given to be white, v(n) becomes a periodically stationary white process. In fact, it has been shown in [9] that if (1) is the innovation representation of the multivariate ARMA process, then v(n) turns out to be the innovation (i.e., infinite order prediction error) sequence corresponding to y(n). The relationship between the two models (1) and (3) is one-toone, i.e., given (3), one can always get back the multichannel model (1) by a reverse procedure.
III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE LSCAL ALGORITHM

A. Basic LSCAL Recursions
As stated earlier, our objective is to develop a LSL algorithm for identifying the equivalent scalar, periodic ARMA model (3) . Using the periodicity of (3), this can be formulated as d simultaneous least squares estimation problems. For convenience, a real-valued, prewindowed data set is considered, i.e., the data available at index k is given by {x(l),u(l) \ 1 < / < k}, and it is assumed that x(l) = «(/) = 0,Z < 0. The algorithm is then developed using orthogonal projection operations in the Hilbert space Hy. of all real A; x 1 vectors with the following inner product:
is the usual forgetting factor). The two notations ||a|| and {y) are used in this paper to denote the norm of a vector a and the subspace spanned by the single element y, respectively.
Let us define the present output vector x r (k) and the input vector Ur(k) for the rth channel r = 1,2,..., d as follows:
In addition, define the circular delay operator D~1 [1] , which takes a vector g r {k), where g r (k) is either x r (k) or Ur(k), r = 1,2,..., d and produces a circularly shifted version of that in the following manner:
and ,-if 0
Using these definitions, the data matrix Dk,i,j, r , i,j = 1,2,..., r = 1,2,..., d is formed as follows:
where the submatrices Xk,i, r and Uk,j, r are given by 
From the derivation of the scalar, periodic ARMA model (3) discussed in Section II, it is easy to see that A^^^mYs and B\ ei -r (l)'s provide the linear least squares, estimates of a n (m)'s and 6 n (/)'s, respectively, for n = r + (kl)d,p n = i and g n = j -1 in (3), based en data up to the present index k (The superscript '/' indicates that A{-,Jm)'s and B f .
•, _(Z)'s are associated with a forward projection operation). In the least squares modeling problem, we are interested in obtaining this orthogonal projection in an order recursive manner. More specifically, we want to evaluate the estimates A f ki j r {m) and B[ i j r (l) at each index k for all i,j, 1 < i < M r ,l < j < K', where (M r ,N r ) is any specified maximum order for the rth channel or equivalently for the nth index in (3), where n = r+(k-l)d. To meet this objective, we first derive a lattice filter by introducing a set of prediction errors that provide a complete characterization of the scalar, periodic ARMA process y(n). For this purpose, we apply the approach of Karlsson and Hayes [7] to (3).
Let Pk,i.j,r and P~t,i,j,r denote, respectively, the orthogonal projection and projection error operators associated with fa,i,j, r , i.e.. Pk,i,j,r = I ~ Pk,i,j, r -As the signal set for each channel consists of both input and output vectors, we will be dealing with two kinds of projection errors-one associated with the input and the other with the output vectors These are termed as the input projection errors and the output projection errors, respectively. We then define the («, j)th-order output forward projection error for the rth channel r = 1, 2,..., d as e k,i,j,r - (9) Similarly, the (i, j)th-order output backward projection error bk,i,j t r and the input backward projection error Ck,ij, r , T = 1,2,.... d can be defined as 
.., D~^~l^Ur{k)}, (the superscript "-" on b k~i j_ lr indicates that the current input u r {k) for the rth channel has not been included). Let P k~i j_ 1 r and P^fj-i r . respectively, denote the orthogonal projection and projection error operators
The six error vectors e k^jir ,bk,ij,r,Ck,i,j,r,f k ,ij-i,r: kij-ir anc^ c~k i j-i r ^0 T eacn channel form a complete set in the sense that their order updating can be accomplished by using the definitions (9)- (14) only, and no additional projection error needs to be defined. The order update relations are derived by using the following result [10] for the order updating of an orthogonal projection: Suppose we have a set of vectors U = {ui \ i -1,2, ....p}, and {U} represents the subspace spanned by U, with P v and P'j} 1 The order update relations for the projection errors, which are defined in (9)- (14), can be written down using the general form (15) and are listed in Table I , where for each projection error, the corresponding expressions for {U}, PJjv, and z are also shown. These relations involve a set of multiplier coefficients (which are popularly called "reflection coefficients") given by Table I . Since only the current components of the projection error vectors are to be computed by the lattice filter, the order update relations are given not in the vectorized form (17) but in a scalar form by taking the fcth entries of the L.H.S. and R.H.S. of (15). Note that the two prediction errors e k ,i^, r {k) and f ki • r (k) can be updated separately in the AR and the MA orders (i.e., in the indices i and j, respectively).
B. LSCAL Building Blocks
The order update relations derived above can be used to construct the basic building blocks of the LSCAL filter. We begin by considering the prediction error ek,ij, r (k). Ideally, efe,i,j>(fe) = 0 for i = p n , and j = q n + 1. (p n ,q n ) being the true order of the equivalent scalar, periodic model (3) at index n, where n = r+(k -l)d. This implies that in order to identify the correct order of the system followed by the evaluation of the system parameters for that order, it is first required to order update ek,i,j, r {k) in both the indices i and j. Assume that 
Order update relation
For r = 1,
available for all the channels, and it is required to obtain the same for the {i,j}th order. This can be done in two ways, namely, a) generate ek,ij-i, r (k) first followed by c*;,i,j, r (fc), i.e., AR updating first followed by MA updating, and b) generate ek,i-\,j, r {k) first followed by ek,ij, r (k), i.e., MA updating first followed by AR updating. For a tw>channel model, methods a) and b) are illustrated in Both the AR and the MA update blocks are structurally identical except for the multiplier coefficients and the signals appearing at various nodes. Each block has identical lattice sections for all the channels, implying that the lattce recursions for various channels can be carried out in parallel by employing one processor for each channel. The processors are pipelined circularly in the following manner: For r = 2,3,...,d, b^ij_ 1<r (k) and c^ij_ lr (k) are computed by the (r -l)th processor (i.e., processor employed for the (r -l)th channel) and transmitted to the rth processor and for r = We therefore need to modify the AR and MA recursions for the following two special cases: a) ARO recursions where j is held at 0 and i is incremented and b) MAO recursions where i is held at zero and j is incremented. As seen above, cases a) and b) arise, respectively, in the first (p nq n -1) and (q n -p n + 1) stages of the sequences S2 and S3. Noting that for j = 0,b^i Or Fig. l(b) , where i remains fixed while j gets incremented, we obtain the MAO building blocks as shown for a twochannel model in Fig. l(d) . The jth-order MAO lattice pro-MA BLOCK The LSCAL algorithm is listed in Table II for the case having M ARO stages followed by N MA-AR stages (other cases can be handled in a similar manner). The algorithm recursively updates the lattice parameters, namely, the PARCOR coefficients and the residual energy variables, which are given, respectively, by the numerators and denominators of the reflection coefficients. The PARCOR coefficients are defined as p ce ( Vk,i.j,r = ( 7r (^)7^>fe",i,j,r' r (' i: ))' where ir(fc) is the k x 1 pinning vector, i.e., ?r(fc) = [0,0,.... 1]*. The update relations for these variables and the initialization of the algorithm are not discussed here. These follow directly from [10] and are given in [11] .
C. The Complete LSCAL Filter
Here, we develop the complete LSCAL filter using the building blocks discussed above. First, consider the case where the AR order is greater than the MA order in (1), i.e., p > q. It is easy to verify that the AR and MA orders of the equivalent scalar ARMA model (3) at index n, where n = r +{k -\)d are given by p n -pd + (r -1) and q n = qd + (r -1). Thus, for d > 2 in (1), we have p n > q n + 1 if p > q. In other words, the first (p n -q n -1) stages of the LSCAL filter for the rth channel will involve ARO recursions only. However, the important thing to notice here is that the quantity (Pn -<7n -1) = (p -q)d -1 = p (say) is a constant and independent of r, i.e., same for all the channels. The corresponding recursions can, therefore, be carried out for all the channels together by cascading p ARO blocks generating Ck,p,o,r(k) at the output for r = 1.2,..., d simultaneously.
x,(k)
u,(k)
1st ARO BLOCK blocks. In addition, every increment or decrement in q with p fixed adds or deletes d more MAO blocks. The LSC AL filter shown in Fig. 2 thus evaluates ARMA models of al possible orders. Once the true orders are established, the recursions corresponding to other branches can be discarded. One important thing to be noticed is that while for the rth channel the total number of elements in the corresponding signal set is (p n + q n + 1), where (p n ,q n ) is the ti"ue order of the scalar model at index n = r + (k -\)d, the associated lattice recursions, however, involve only \(p n + <?,. + 1) -(r -1)] stages. This is because, for true choice of tie model order (p n ,q n ), the signal set S k:Pn , qn +i,r forms i>, linearly dependent set with the dimension of the subspace ^/t, Pn , 9n +i, r, spanned by its elements, reducing to [(p n + q n + 1) -(r -1)]. This is proved in the following proposition, where, for convenience, we have replaced p n and q n by p r and q r , respectively, using the periodicity of the model orders.
Proposition I: The dimension of 6k, PT • It is also easy to verify by inspection that the first [{p r + q r + l) -(r -1)] elements of the sequences SI, S2, or S3 are not related by any linear relationship and thus form i linearly independent set. From this and Proposition 1, it the I follows that the lattice recursions for the rth channel terminate (i.e., e k,ij, r (k) reaches zero value) at the [(p r + q r +1) -(V -l)]th stage for true choice of {p n ,q n )-(This analysis, however, implicitly assumes that the unknown system conforms exactly to the model (1), i.e., it assumes estimation errors due to imperfect modeling to be zero, or negligibly small, at least asymptotically). The implications of this on the estimation of the ARMA parameters is examined below.
D. Order Recursive Estimation of ARMA Parameters
As seen from (8), the order recursive estimation of the AR and the MA parameters of (3) requires the A f kiir {mys and Bl ijr (iys to be updated in both AR and MA orders. We derive a step-up like approach for this purpose by expressing the other associated orthogonal projections in the manner of 
Replacing Pu, v z on the L.H.S. and P\jz and P\jv on the R.H.S. of (23) by the respective transversal filter forms and equating the coefficients of the «i's and v on both sides, the "higher order" coefficients cu, v {i) and Ku, v are obtained in terms of the "lower order" coefficients cu{i) and du{i).
and (18)- (22), based on this principle, are listed in where t r and s r are two integers such that t r < p r ,s r < q r , and t r + s r + 1 = [(p r + q r + 1) -(r --1)] (for r = l,£ r := p r and s T = q r ). Now, from the discussion of Section II, it is easy to see that the first (r -1) MA coefficients of the scalar model (3) at index n = r -\-(k -\)d are identically zero, i.e., b n (j) = 0,j = 1,2, ...,(r -1). Define the modified signal set Sk,i,j,r C ^k,i,j,r as ( }. By inspection, it can be verified th.it the elements of Sk.p rtqr .+i.r are not related by any linear relationship, i.e., Sk, Pr ,q T +i,r is a linearly independent set. Further, the number of elements in Sk, Priqr +i, r is \{p r + q r + 1)--(r -1)], which is also the dimension of the space 6k, Pr ,q T +i,r-meaning that Sk, Pr ,q r +i, r forms a basis of 6k, Pr ,q r +i, r -Clearly, to estimate the parameters of (3) at the index n -r+(k• -l)d, it is required to express Pk tPri q r+ i, r x r (k) as a linear combination of the elements of Sk, Pr , qr +i, r and not of Sk,t r ,s r +i,r as given by (24). Unfortunately, the fact that the first (r -1) MA coefficients are zero cannot be incorporated in he lattice recursions directly since, as the development of the LSCAL algorithm shows, the elements of the signal set are required to be chosen in the manner of SI, S2, or S3, and thus, the first (r-1) terms D- 1 
IV. APPLICATIONS OF THE LSCAL ALGORITHM
A. Joint Process Estimation Using Two Correlated Processes
The LSCAL algorithm derived above is suited to system identification problems. It is also possible to use this for estimating a process z{k) from two correlated, rf-channel processes x(k) and u(k) adaptively. A (p, q) ..,/ ,i+l.
• •,/ i+1.
,/ the vectors bk,ij,d and Ck^jj generated by the dth channel recursions, together with ejt^^+i^ generated at the (pa + 9d + l)th stage, we obtain an orthogonal basis for •h-k, P ,q-Zk,p,q(k) can then be evaluated by projecting z(k) along each orthogonal component, adding the individual projections and taking the fcth component. The above joint process estimator (JPE) can be used when one is required to identify (1) with a nonidentity coefficient matrix B(0). It is easy to verify that the identification for the rth channel, r = 1,2,..., d can be carried out by feeding the signals x r (k -1) and w r (k) at the x and w input terminals, respectively, of a (p -1, <?)th-order LSCAL JPE and applying x r (k) as z(k).
B. ARMA Modeling with Unknown, White Input
In applications concerning time series modeling, it is often required to fit an ARMA model of the type (1) to a d x 1 process x(k). The input w(fc), which is a white process in this case, is usually not available, which introduces nonlinearity in the problem via the product of the unknown terms B(j) and w(k -j). The ARMA parameters cannot then be estimated optimally by linear least squares methods. An approximate but practically useful approach [5] , [6] is to employ a bootstrap technique to estimate the present input sample from the available data and then feed it back to the input of the lattice. Here, we propose a bootstrap procedure to generate the input sample estimate u r (fc) using the LSCAL JPE. (For this purpose, we consider a generalized JPE, where one is given a set of processes z T {k),r -1,2,...,d, where each is estimated in the form of (27), generating z kpq (k),r = l,2,...,d.) First, observe that v(n) in (3), under white input conditions, is the prediction error associated with the linear prediction of y(n) from y(n -i) ' s and v(n -j)'s, i =  1,2,... ,p n ,j = l,2,. ..,q n . In addition, note thai the inner product {zi,z 2 ),zx,z 2 € H k provides an unbiased, fc-sample estimate of the correlation between the correspondii g random variables zi,z 2 , and it approaches the true correlation as k -• oo. Define the set S k , Pr 
, and the data matrix Dk,i,j, r is defined in (5) . Clearly, u\(k) can be obtained by using a (jp -l,q -l)th order LSCAL JPE, which is described above, in the following manner: Apply x r (k -l)'s and u r (k -l)'s at the x and u input terminals, xy(k) as z 1 (k) , and subtract the output Zk, P -i,q-i from rci(Jfc). 
Consequently (29) where T k , Pr ., qr , r = I -P ktPrtqrt r> and iiffff^'* = l,2,...,(r -1). Note that the current entry of P k , puqiA x r {k) is given by the output z r kp _.^q_i{k) of the same JPE with x r (k) replacing z r (k). Evaluating the R.H.S. of (29) for the A;th index and subtracting from x r {k), we obtain u T (k). Note that this scheme, while evaluating u r (k),d > r > 2, makes use of not only the joint process estimator but also the estimated input samples up to the previous channel, viz., Ui{k), i = 1,2,..., (r -1). To make the above procedure self-sustaining, u r (kys are fee back to the input of the LSCAL filter through unit delays to play the role of the actual input at the next index of time. The initial values of input estimates can be taken as zero as suggested in [5] . If the model orders are not known a priori, the recursions, in the initial phase, need to be carried out up to a large order until actual order is established.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A least squares lattice algorithm has been presented for identifying a multichannel ARMA model that is computationally efficient in that it employs scalar operations only and is amenable to pipelined implementation . For a (p, q) [11] , which is d times less than the order of computation required by a direct multichannel extension of the Karlsson-Hayes algorithm [7] . Further computational advantages arise from the ability of the algorithm to compute ARMA models of any specified order (p, q) directly, without requiring p and q to be identical. For instance, if the d-channel ARMA model is converted into a 2d-channel AR model by assuming p = q [5] , [6] and is then identified by, say, the method of [1] 2 + id] extra multiplications, respectively, as compared with the proposed method (note that each figure is directly proportional to the difference \p -q\).
A computer simulation study of the proposed LSCAL algorithm was carried out on a two-channel ARMA model for two different time-varying environments. In the former, the parameters were held fixed up to a certain fixed index of time, after which they were changed abruptly to another set of values. In the latter, the parameters were allowed to vary linearly but slowly with time. In both cases, the estimates latched on to the parameter trajectories after an initial convergence time of 8-10 samples. Whereas in the former, the steady-state values of the estimation errors were zero, in the latter, because of continuous time variation, nonzero estimation errors were present, although with sufficiently small magnitude (within 5%). In addition, long and extensive simulations (which are not presented here for lack of space) indicated no evidence of numerical instability.
The proposed method, as seen above, is free of the overparameterization problem that characterizes the conventional ARMA modeling methods [5] , [6] , as the latter force p and q to be identical. Some extent of overparameterization, and, consequently, certain excess computations, may still come up in situations where the model to be identified has different orders for different channels. This is because the proposed algorithm assumes identical orders for all the channels. In such contexts, the recently proposed identification algorithm of Glentis et al. [12] may be more useful. Their method, like the algorithm proposed here, employs scalar operations only, but, in addition, permits independent order recursions for all the channels.
